INVESTIGATION INFORMATION
RELEASE
DATE: JULY 2021

Alleged illegal mining
Incident date: 26 May 2021
Event: Alleged illegal mining
Location: Mulyandry near Forbes, NSW

Overview
The NSW Resources Regulator has commenced an investigation into alleged breaches of section 5
(mining without authorisation) and other offences under the Mining Act 1992 at Mulyandry, about 30
kilometres south-east of Forbes.
On Wednesday 26 May 2021, Resources Regulator inspectors attended a property on Pineleigh Road,
Mulyandry and conducted a site inspection. They observed a large excavator operating on site that was
in the process of filling a void. Inspectors also observed numerous pieces of cut dimension stone
positioned around the site. The investigation is ongoing.
Figure 1 Excavator on site
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Figure 2 Cut dimension stone

Scheduled minerals
Dimension stone is a scheduled mineral under the Mining Regulations 2016. It is an offence to mine a
scheduled mineral without a mining authorisation under section 5 of the Mining Act 1992. The
maximum penalty for an offence of mining without authorisation is $1.1 million dollars, in the case of a
corporation, and $220,000 or imprisonment for five years, or both, in the case of an individual.
Illegal mining can cause significant harm to the environment and damage sensitive ecosystems.

Prohibition notices
Prohibition notices under s.240A of the Mining Act 1992 have been issued prohibiting any activity on
site without a mining authorisation. The site will be monitored to ensure compliance with the notices
and the mining laws.

Further information
Please refer to the following guidance materials:
◼

The NSW mining laws https://www.resourcesregulator.nsw.gov.au/environment/mining

◼

The mining regulatory framework
https://www.resourcesregulator.nsw.gov.au/environment/mining/mining
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About this information release
The Regulator has issued this information to draw attention to the occurrence of alleged illegal mining.
Further information may be published as it becomes available.
Visit our website to:
◼

learn more about the mining laws

◼

view our publications on mining and rehabilitation requirements.

© State of New South Wales through Regional NSW 2021. You may copy, distribute, display, download and otherwise freely deal with this publication for any purpose, provided
that you attribute Regional NSW as the owner. However, you must obtain permission if you wish to charge others for access to the publication (other than at cost); include the
publication in advertising or a product for sale; modify the publication; or republish the publication on a website. You may freely link to the publication on a departmental website.
Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication is based on knowledge and understanding at the time of writing (July 2021) and may not be accurate, current or
complete. The State of New South Wales (including Regional NSW), the author and the publisher take no responsibility, and will accept no liability, for the accuracy, currency,
reliability or correctness of any information included in the document (including material provided by third parties). Readers should make their own inquiries and rely on their own
advice when making decisions related to material contained in this publication.
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